NEWSLETTER
Hi Everyone!!
Hello and thank you to everyone who has been so supportive to me in the last year. As most of you know,
my husband became ill last year and after several rehabs, is now in Hospice. My mother also decided it was
time to go to heaven after 97 years and passed last month. I also want to thank our fine team of teachers
and staff who have run the shop in elegant fashion while I have been dealing with
everything.
We have lots of good news for you. As always, you are welcome to sit and knit, crochet, weave, spin or just
have a cup of coffee and chat anytime! We have a professional to help with mistakes or confusion at all
times. Our help is still free as is our ball winding and happy conversation! There is never a charge for a
space at the table. We welcome everyone.
Speaking of that, if you have checked our Facebook page lately (done fantastically by our own designer of
Krazyknits, Paula) , you will notice we have gathered a group of new male knitters and crocheters at the
table. Men are actually better at all this due to the fact their brains work differently than women’s. We
women are working both sides of our brain at once while men stay on one side or the other. Thus, they are
more focused on what they are doing. We welcome men of all ages to learn the arts with us.
Both October and November class schedules are up on the website. Barbara has been the head of our
curriculum schedule and the teachers for years and does a wonderful job! We are so proud to have the
most classes offered per month than any other knit shop, period. All 15 of our teachers are
professionals. Come take advantage, learn something new, or take a private lesson if the class times do not
work for you. Our prices are very low comparatively. You can call the shop up until the night before to
reserve a space.
More good news. CRUISE NEWS!!! Yes, can you believe it?? We are doing another one October
25th through November 1, 2020. It’s going to be on the Harmony of the Seas which will arrive in Port
Canaveral soon. We actually have sold one fifth of our 150 cabins via the preregistration at www.gotravel.com/knit. Bob Cook of Go Travel has been working closely with Joanne
Cotterman of Royal Caribbean to pull the best cabins through our pre-registration sign ups along with some
extremely low prices for an 8 day cruise. Check it out . Pre-registration does not require a down payment
until the ship is available for booking. As you know, we always include all port taxes and gratuities in your
price. We are starting as low as $1039.99 per person! Please call the shop if you have any questions or
call one of the three 20 year professionals assigned to our cruise at Go Travel 321-622-5955.

A bit of housekeeping. We have experienced folks ordering out food or bringing in food with odors,
especially garlic and onions. It is hard for the other folks to work with those penetrating smells and it is not
good for the fibers. We have had to ask that no food like this be brought into the shop. If you bring a
sandwich, that is fine, just keep the onions and garlic out at the shop. We have lovely restaurants in the
area for a quick lunch or dinner. Thank you!
Coming up: Does anyone remember the lollypop sale? Starting October 1, there will be Wacky Wooly
lollypops at the register with discount amounts wrapped around each. If you spend $35.00 or more, you
chose one for an extra discount on your purchase. You may also use your rewards point discounts as
well. Makes for an extra bump off the price of your holiday project or gift purchases. I will have more
Wacky Wooly and Black Sheep items in the shop for gifts too.
Also, the day after Thanksgiving, or BLACK FRIDAY, we will have a gigantic sale. Remember, there is no
table knitting that day as the table will be full of sale yarns. Just like a Sunday Sale. The next Sunday Sale,
by the way, will be in February.
One more note for your calendar. The Orange Blossom Yarn Crawl has been scheduled for March 1-9,
2019.
That’s about all I have right now. Please feel free to come and browse around, feel the yarns, have a glass
of wine, coffee, tea, or water. Meet our wonderful staff, and of course, help yourself to CHOCOLATE!! We
look forward to seeing each one of you! Happy Fall!

